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Key Concepts
• “Governmental Debt”

• Non-Utilities (Water, Wastewater, Solid Waste, Drainage)
• Streets, Sidewalks, Signals,Parks, Facilities, Fire, Police

• $1.8B replacement value ($72M annually) excluding Parks and Facilities

• Tax Rate
• M&O/O&M: Supports Operations and Maintenance in General Fund
• Debt/I&S: Required to pay debt service on bonds previously issued

• Tax Revenue
• Operations: Value /100 X Rate X Collections % = Revenue
• Debt: Rate= (Total Debt Service-Self Supporting Debt)/((Value/100) X 

Collections %)
• Debt rate calculation is “solve for Rate” algebra

• Long Range CIPs subject to annual Debt Capacity/Debt Rate 
calculation



Overview of Waco’s Governmental Debt



• Outstanding 
Governmental Debt: 
$134 million ($235m 
avg.)

• Per Capita: $950 
($1,679 avg.) 

• 26% of outstanding 
debt (38% avg.)



Annual Payment Obligations



Rate History
At top right, a ten year history of the components 
of the total tax rate.  At bottom left, the same data 
expressed as a percent of the total rate.



Rate Comparisons
Waco’s current debt rate of .129503 is 16.7% of the 
total tax rate, less than half the average of these 
cities.



Capacity Scenarios



Obligations & Capacity

Minimal Capacity



Obligations & Capacity

Competitive Capacity



• Total of $156 million 
over 6 years

• 41% of Total in year 6
• 24% in first 2 years.
• Holds total rate to 

current .776232
• Shifts half a penny from 

O&M rate to debt rate
• Total shift to debt: 3.5 

cents.
• 2028 debt rate as % of 

total rate: 21% (16.7% 
currently)



• Total of $226 million 
over 6 years

• 40% in first 2 years.
• Holds total rate to 

current .776232
• Shifts average of 1.2 

cents annually from 
O&M rate to debt rate

• Total shift to debt: 8.1 
cents

• 2028 debt rate as % of 
total rate: 27% (16.7% 
currently)





Revenue Implications





Summary
• Waco’s governmental debt per capita and percent of the tax rate 

dedicated to debt are low compared to comparable cities.

• Council’s strategic efforts in economic development, infrastructure 
utility funding, coupled with conservative financial management 
during COVID have positioned the City to enhance Waco’s 
governmental infrastructure investment.

• The steep decline in debt service in 2027 provides an opportunity 
to shift capacity to the intervening years.

• The proposed plan projects ¼ Billion in governmental bond 
capacity through 2027, $92 million in the next two years.


